Ultracold fermions in a one-dimensional, spin-dependent, optical lattice are described by a nonstandard Hubbard model with next-nearest-neighbour correlated hopping. Periodic driving of the lattice allows wide tuning of the system parameters. We solve this model exactly for a special value of the correlated hopping. The solution reveals the general properties of this system for arbitrary filling: exact and asymmetric spin-charge separation, a gapless spectrum of lowest energy excitations, a spin-gap, which may be interpreted in terms of collective hole pairing and a non-vanishing den Nijs-Rommelse type string correlator. Numerical studies away from the integrable point show the persistence of both long range string order and spin-gap.
Introduction -
The identification and description of interesting collective states of many particles is the essence of contemporary many body physics. The study of one-dimensional (1-d) systems holds a special place in this effort [1] , where effects of enhanced quantum fluctuations are particularly important. These systems are amenable to various exact or quasi-exact analytical and precise numerical methods which reveal surprises and exotic physics, e.g. Luttinger liquids and associated spincharge separation [2] [3] [4] [5] , fractional excitations [6] , nonlocal symmetry breaking captured by string order parameters [7, 8] , etc. Due to recent progress in ultra-cold quantum gas experiments, simulations of various theoretical models with unprecedented control are becoming possible. In particular, non-standard extensions of the paradigmatic Hubbard models are highly desired [9] . A notable example concerns correlated hopping (CH) considered already in the context of multi-orbital physics [10] , dipolar interactions [11] and time-periodic modulation of on-site interactions [12] .
In this Letter, we investigate a 1-d fermionic model with an extended CH spanning next-nearest nieghbours. This model precisely describes a system of ultracold fermions loaded onto an optical lattice made of two shifted, spin dependent sublattices. This structure makes the CH naturally stronger and/or comparable to normal hopping. A suitable periodic tilting of the lattice, effectively weakens the interactions between fermions and allows to access the dynamics due to the strong CH. We describe the ensuing physics analytically for a special value of the CH and numerically in the general case. We predict numerous exotic properties of the system: exact and asymmetric spin-charge separation, a gapless spectrum of lowest energy excitations, a spin-gap associated with collective hole pairing, non-vanishing string correlator and transition to a simple ferromagnetic state.
The standard, nearest-neighbour CH originates from inter-particle interactions, as does the diagonal on-site interaction [13] . Such CH was intensively studied for strongly correlated electrons, in particular, as a mechanism for unconventional (non-phonon mediated) superconductivity [14, 15] , especially at weak to moderate values of the CH integral X. Large values of X comparable to normal hopping J block certain tunnelling processes resembling effects of large repulsive Hubbard interaction [16, 17] . For extreme correlations X = J, fermion motion is kinetically constrained so that the on-site interaction term U commutes with the rest of the Hubbard Hamiltonian. This additional symmetry facilitates an exact solution in 1-d [18] [19] [20] [21] , revealing several non-perturbative effects such as a paramagnetic Mott transition (at halffilling) and exclusion statistics [22] . Furthermore, an incommensurate singlet superconducting phase appears in the proximity of the X = J limit [23, 24] . Separation of lattices available for hopping of the two species of spins leads to a model with a different kind of CH, extended over three-sites. We study this model in this Letter revealing markedly different phenomenology as compared to the standard CH Hubbard model.
The model -Consider an optical lattice setup with a red and blue detuned sublattice offset by half a lattice constant (for related experiments on spin-dependent lattices, see [25] [26] [27] ), each loaded with only a single fermion spin species ↑ or ↓. Equivalently, one could load two species of Tonks-Girardeau bosons [28] [29] [30] [31] . Each spin species only hops on its own sublattice and different fermions undergo contact interactions. As there is no mixing between sublattices, the spin index can be suppressed yielding the Hamiltonian:
where odd (even) sites correspond to the blue (red) sublattice. The hopping J > 0 connects next nearest neighbours. The leading term stemming from the contact interaction is the nearest neighbour repulsion V J, followed by the CH to a next nearest neighbour X > 0 conditioned on the intervening site occupancy (Fig.1 , details in Supplemental Materials -SM). Interestingly, although in usual scenarios CH terms are subleading in comparison to normal hopping [9] , the separation of the sublattices yields a novel, viable path to a strong CH term X ∼ J. Fast, periodic tilting of the optical lattice described by H S (t) = A cos ωt j jn j [32, 33] , at frequency close to resonance with the interaction: V = 2ω + δ with detuning δ, allows control over the full range of properties of the system. The long-time dynamics of fermions is described by the Hamiltonian H(t) = H + H S (t) in the frame moving with the interaction and the lattice tilting:
As shown in the SM, choosing the tilting amplitude A so that J 0 (2A/ω) = J 2 (2A/ω), where J n (x) are the n-th order Bessel functions of the first kind, the effective Hamiltonian H is time-independent and takes exactly the form of the original CH model (1) with dressed parameters
So, although the bare interaction is large for fixed ratio X/J, the driving makes relevant the complete range of parameters of the model (1) from V = 0 (exact resonance at δ = 0) to J/V = 0, controlled via the detuning and the dressing parameter J 0 (2A/ω). We elucidate the model's properties below.
Exact solution at X = J, V = 0 -At this point, the model has an important symmetry, as the free and correlated hopping cancel for two nearest neighbour fermions. So, different fermions are forbidden to pass each other and the sequence of ↑ and ↓ fermions is conserved under open boundary conditions (OBC). The Hamiltonian can be diagonalized for each fermion sequence separately and, as shown below, fermions may be completely stripped of their spin. The fixed sequence in the original lattice constrains the space available for the motion of fermions. Thus while the original system consists of two coupled chains of length L, the spinless fermion degrees of freedom live on a charge-chain of length L eff , which remarkably depends on the fermion sequence.
We restrict the total number of fermions N t ≤ L, so as to allow the realization of all possible spin sequences. Note that the distance (number of empty sites) on the original lattice d between two consecutive fermions is always even (odd) if they belong to different (same) species, with the minimal distance 0 (1) respectively (see Fig. 2 ). The distance of the first (last) fermion from the leftmost (rightmost) edge of the lattice is always even for ↓ (↑) or odd for ↑ (↓) fermion respectively. The conservation of spin order leads to the conservation of order of parities of consecutive distances. For example (see Fig.2 ) for 6 fermions and the following spin order ↓↑↓↓↑↑ there are 7 distances and their parity order is EEEOEOE. So, to specify any configuration, for a given spin order, one may use a set of effective distances d eff , where 
where N ↑ is the number of fermions on the upper chain. The action of H (with V = 0) in the original lattice is equivalent to the action of nearest neighbour free-fermion hopping in the charge lattice, which immediately allows the identification of all eigenstates and energies of the system. In particular the lowest energy in a given spin order sector, in the thermodynamic limit, is
where ρ = N t /(2L) is the original fermion density. The most interesting features of the solution are listed below: (i) The decoupling of the spin order from the charge degrees of freedom is an intricate manifestation of spincharge separation ubiquitous in 1-dimensional settings [1] . The novelty here is that it is asymmetric: while charge excitations can be created without affecting the spin configuration, a change in the spin order explicitly affects (via L eff ) the charge energy spectrum.
(ii) We restrict to an even number of fermions N t = 2N . The global ground state corresponds to spin order of the form | ↓↑↓↑ . . . ↓↑ . This sequence maximizes L eff for a given L and 2N as it corresponds to the lowest possible particle density on the charge lattice. Hence the spin part of the ground state wave function has perfect antiferromagnetic order. Note that this order is not degenerate with respect to flipping all spins -this is a manifestation of the lack of reflection symmetry of the zigzag chain about a horizontal line through the middle of the chain.
(iii) Antiferromagnetic order in the spin sector implies the existence of hidden non-local string order in the full lattice of moving particles [34] , where each ↓ fermion is followed by an ↑, with an arbitrary number of holes between each pair. This is an analog of string order in spin-1 Heisenberg chains [7] . We stress that there is no local symmetry breaking of the density wave type accompanying the formation of this string order -the ground state is translationally invariant (modulo OBC). Unlike for spin-1 chains, the low lying excitations are gapless (in the thermodynamic limit) corresponding to charge excitations above the Fermi sea at fixed spin order.
(iv) Although the spectrum is gapless in each order sector there is a spin gap, i.e. the energy cost asociated with flipping one spin which shortens the charge lattice size by one site L eff = L + N − 1. All single particle energies are shifted due to the change in L eff leading, in the thermodynamic limit, to a non-zero spin gap for arbitrary filling densities.
For X = J switching the order of a pair of nearest neighbour fermions in the ground state entails the same energy cost. There are N such degenerate spin order configurations. Interestingly, the alternative perfect antiferromagnetic configuration | ↑↓↑↓ . . . ↑↓ obtained by flipping all spins in the ground state is also associated with a (L + N − 1)-site charge lattice and so is exactly degenerate with the lowest lying spin excitation. The ∆ S = 0 suggests a protecting mechanism for the string ordered phase in our system when moving away from the integrable case X = J, V = 0.
(v) A revealing aspect of the ground state is that all holes are unambigiuosly bound into nearest neighbour pairs (Fig.3) . The particle motion corresponds to the coherent motion of paired-holes through the lattice (in the opposite direction to a particle). The finite spin gap ∆ S for all densities, which in the paired hole picture is the energy of breaking paired holes, suggests the ground state can be interpreted as an exotic hole superconductor. Since, the system is 1-dimensional, there is no explicit   FIG. 3. (Color online) All nearest neighbour holes are uniquely paired in the ideally string ordered configurations of fermions. So, the motion of fermions in the real lattice can be equivalently described as hole-pair hopping. (Below) Holepairs are single particles that hop on a dual lattice defined on the edges of the zig-zag chain (linear chain of squares). Shaded squares are bound hole-pairs. Uniqueness of pairing of holes (above) implies exclusion of simultaneous occupation of nearest neighbour sites on the dual lattice, i.e. infinite repulsion of paired holes on these sites. symmetry breaking but rather algebraically decaying superconducting correlations (SC). Explicitly, notice that the motion of paired holes in configurations as in Fig.3 can be described by a spin-1/2 XXZ model at fixed magnetization m = ρ/2, defined on the edges of the zigzag chain:
, where σ z = 1(−1) corresponds to the occupation (lack) of a paired-hole and ∆ = ∞. The ground state is a Luttinger liquid and the SC in the real lattice correspond to the transverse spin correlation function in the dual one. The latter can be obtained using bosonization techniques (see Ch. 6 and Eq. (6.47) of Ref. [1] ):
, where the Luttinger parameter K increases from 1/4 for ρ → 0 to 1 for ρ → 1 [31] .
Finally, note that while the configurational mapping to the effective chain holds for X = J, V = 0, the solely interspecies interaction negates the mapping to a spinless fermion Hamiltonian in general. However, two spin orders are exceptions: the perfect antiferromagnetic order maps onto a t − V spinless fermion model which as seen below is stable upto finite V , and the fully polarized spin state which stabilizes at large interactions. In particular, for V = ∞ (J/V = 0), the largest possible obtainable length is L eff = L yielding a ferromagnetic (FM) phase separated ground state for equal number of ↑ and ↓ spins:
Robustness of string ordered phase -Intuitively, to induce a change in the described ideal string configuration for X = J, the energy penalty associated with V = 0 should be large enough so as to offset the kinetic energy gained via the introduction of defects in the spin order. In order to analyse this, we introduce the parameter:
where Q j,j = j >l>j (1 − n l ) for j > j + 1 or Q j,j = 1 where j, j are subsequent sites. With an equal number N of ↑ and ↓ fermions, O = 2N − 1 is maximal for ideal string ordered configurations, and minimal for the phase separated state with O = 3 − 2N . Ground state numerical results (see Fig.4 (a)) show that for arbitrary densities, a large region of stability of ideal string order (and thus collective hole pairing) is followed by a first order transition to the FM state for V < 2J. In some cases, the jump -in these finite size systems -is via an intermediate spin sequence. It is interesting that the simple variant of itinerant ferromagnetism unambiguously exists here for realistic parameters. In particular, without lattice driving and fine tuning, the bare interaction ( Fig.1) places the system in the FM phase. For X = J, the spin sequence is subject to dynamical changes. We restrict to X/J ≤ 1 due to the symmetry X → 2J − X of the model (1) [31] . Without CH (X = 0, V = 0) an interaction driven, direct liquid to phaseseparated jump transition for arbitrary fillings already exists [35] . So, we shall here not consider the similar expected effect of V = 0 but rather the fate of the string ordered state for V = 0. First, note that the spin-gap ∆ S is always open for X > 0 (Fig. 4(b) ) indicating hole pairing and long range string correlations for arbitrary low values of CH. To probe long range non-local hidden order for general X = J, we introduce a den Nijs-Rommelse type string parameter [8, 34] , O S . Grouping pairs of nearest neigbour sites into dimers (1, 2), (3, 4) , . . . (2L−1, 2L) , define the operator S z i = (n 2i −n 2i−1 ) with values +1, 0, −1 in analogy with a spin-1 S z operator, so that
Figs. 4(c-f), clearly show that O S attains a finite value for the ideally string ordered ground state at X = J. Reducing X leads to a diminishing, yet finite large distance saturation value of O S for X = 0 with no evidence of destruction of long range string order before X = 0. We have checked that this holds for various densities ρ.
Final comments -Long range string order is often associated with a symmetry protected topological phase characterized by existence of edge modes and topological degeneracy. Our model, under OBC, breaks inversion symmetry which has been shown recently to protect the existence of such features [38] . Indeed, the string ordered ground state is unique in the thermodynamic limit, since the spin gap separates it from the configuration with all spins flipped. This feature is distinct from the standard Haldane phase -there are no zero energy edge modes yielding ground state degeneracy.
While string order parameters were first shown to characterize gapped spin-1 chains [7, 8] , recent studies have shown that specific non-local order parameters naturally describe a plethora of gapped phases without local order in 1-d systems. However, these commonly take the form of parity correlators that capture the confinement of quantum fluctuations e.g. in Mott insulator phases of bosons [39] and fermions as well as the Luther-Emery phases of the attractive Hubbard model [40, 41] . Intriguingly, however, critical string order (algebraically decaying) was shown to underlie spin-charge separation in 1-d systems surviving upto the limit of non-interacting fermions [34] . It is interesting that the asymmetric type of spin-charge separation encountered in the model considered in this Letter leads to a truly long range string order. Moreover, the lowest lying charge excitations in the system are gapless and our model thus constitutes a rare example of finite string order in a gapless phase (see also Refs. [42, 43] ) of itinerant particles.
